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A matrix system (wit variables Y,, . . . , Y,) is a system of equations Y;: = Pi, 
1 s i s n, where each Pi is a finite sum of matrix terms. Intuitively, a solution of 
such a matrix system is given by n matrices S1,. . . , S, E (J~#P*B)~~~ satisfying the 
algebraic system in the sense that if each variable Yi is replaced by the matrix Si, 
then valid equations result. 
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Let (a’) be the approximation sequence of yi =pi, 1 s i s n. Then we claim that 
( ri), where ri = &J’), is the approximation sequence of Y;: = p( pi), 1 s i e n. The 
proof is by induction. The basis being obvious, let j 3 0. Then o-je’ = a’( pi) and 
T!+* = Ti( p( pi)) = p( &)(p ( pi)) by the induction hypothesis. Hence, T!+* = 
jL(a’(pi)) = #&(Oj+‘). 
Since yi = pi, 1 s is n, is strict, we have a = limj+a aj. By [3, Exercise 2.51, there 
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form an abstract family of power series, p(o) again has algebraic omponents. 13 
The next theorem gives a characterization of principal cones of algebraic power 
series with a quasirational principal cone generator. By [3, Theorem 11.313 this is 
no loss of generality since each principal cone is generated by a quasirational 
generator. 
23. Let 28 be 4 family of algebmic power series. nten 2 is a principal cone 
wiak the quasiregular principa2 cone genemtor o1 that is the first component of the 
solution ofa strict algebmic system yi = pi, 1 G i s n, iff.2’ = {I 1 p is a regulated rational 
representation p : C* + (Ara’e(S’*))) Ox0 and t is some component ofthejkst component 
of the strong solution of the regulated matrix system Yi = p(pi), 1 s i s n). 
Since o1 is quasirational, we have r E 9 iff r = F(Q&,,~ for some regulated 
rational representation p : C* + (A~t((H’*)))QXQ and some ql, q2 E Q. Now apply 
Theorem 2.1. c7 
We now work in the Boolean semiring B and consider full principal cones of 
algebraic power series, i.e., full principal cones of context-free languages. 
. Assume that yi = pi, 1 s i s n, is a I&@*))-algebraic system with strong 
solution @. Let p be a rational representation. men the strong solution of the matrix 
system x- = p( pi), 1 s i s n, is given by &r). 
Let (oj) and (~j) be the approximation sequences and CT and T be the strong 
solutions Of yi =pi, 1 s i G n, and Yi = p( pi), 1 s is n. Similarly as in the proof of 
eorem 2.1, it is shown that, for all j 2 0, ~j =JL(&). Since (a’) and (~(a’)) are 
monotonic, by 13, Lemma 5.253 we infer that 
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Let .5? be a family of algebraic power series (ooer en is a full 
ipal cone generator (rl that is the jirst component of 
m yi=pi, M&n, &$?={rl~ is a 
and r is solr’e component of the first 
component of the strong solution of the matrix system Yf = p(m), 1 S is n). 
f. By Theorem 2.4 and [3, Theorem E 1.581. 
mple 2.6. The principal cone A~‘{{X&}} is nerated by the solution of the 
strict algebraic system y = cyy + d (see [l]). He , by Theorem 2.3, 
consists of all power series that are components of the strong solution of matrix 
systems Y = CYY+ D, where C, DE (Acat((.2?)))0xQ satisfy the followin 
condition: there exists a k a 1 such that each product of at least k of the matrices 
C and D is quasiregular. 
By a more sophisticated theory (in connection with the loop types of [3]) it can 
be shown that A”“{{Hg}} consists of all power series that are components of the 
strong solution of matrix systems Y=CYY+BY+D, where B, C, DE 
(A(2 u E))~“~ satisfy the following additional conditio’z there exists a k a 1 such 
that each product of at least k ef the matrices B, C and D is quasiregular (see 
also [4]). 
Example 2.7. The full principal cone of linear power series k”“{{Z~}} (i.e., linear 
context-free languages) is generated by the solution of the strict algebraic system 
y = a, yb, + a2 yb2+ c Hence, by Theorem 2.5, l@in{{X~)i consists of all power series 
that are components of the strong (and minimal) solution of matrix systems 
Y=A,YB,+A,YB,+C, Al, B,,A2, B2, CE(B~~‘((~*)))~~~~ 
By a more sophisticated theory (in connection with the loop types of [3]) it can 
be shown that 8”“{{X$,}} consists of all power series that are components of the 
strong solution of matrix systems 
Yl= DY,+A,Y,B,+A2YlB2+ Y,D+C, 
Y2=ALYlB,+A2Y,B2+ Y,D+C, 
where Al, A*, B1, B2, C, DE (B(X u E))~“~ (see also [2]). 
. The full principal cone of algebraic 
context-free languages) is generated by the solution of the strict 
c’ yd, y + c2 yd2 y + E (i.e., the Dyck language over cl, c2, dl , 
eorem 2.5, lPg((Z*)) consists of all power series that are co onents of the stro 
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